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CVMC uses the MEDITECH™ Healthcare 

Information System (HIS) employed by over 

50% of U.S. hospitals. The various MEDITECH 

applications share a common database 

and provide a broad spectrum of clinical, 

financial, and operational functionality 

to healthcare providers. MEDITECH 

applications are transactional in nature, 

capturing data on healthcare processes 

as they happen. In order to transform 

this valuable raw data into actionable 

information, a versatile third-party business 

intelligence (BI) tool is required. In August 

of 2006, CVMC implemented Dimensional 

Insight’s The Diver Solution for Healthcare™ 

in order to satisfy this requirement. Diver 

provides an end-to-end, fully integrated BI 

platform that includes self-service reporting, 

analytics, dashboards, and extensive data 

visualization capabilities.    

c e n t r a l  v e r m o n t  m e d i c a l  c e n t e r 

p r o v i d e s  v i s i b i l i t y  i n t o  p h y s i c i a n 

u t i l i z a t i o n  w i t h  t h e  d i v e r  s o l u t i o n 

f o r  h e a l t h c a r e

d a t ag gi n f o r m a t i o n a c t i o n

Central Vermont Medical Center is the primary healthcare provider for a three county 

area and spans an eclectic mix of seventeen physician practice groups. CVMC’s hospital, 

located in Berlin, Vermont, employs nearly 1,400 people in its 122 bed facility. The 

facility’s Emergency Department treats more than 25,000 patients annually and CVMC 

staffers perform 164,000 outpatient treatments including over 3,000 outpatient surgeries 

each year. The Medical Center staff includes 135 physicians and 35 nurse practitioners, 

physician assistants and midwife.   
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selecting the right business intelligence 
platform  Michelle Heezen, CVMC’s Interim 

V.P. of Physician Services, recalls the 

rigorous year-long vetting process that 

CVMC’s cross-functional team undertook 

to find an analytics and reporting platform 

that would meet CVMC’s needs. The 

team was comprised of Finance, Nursing, 

Outpatient Services, and IS staff. Team 

members began not by evaluating software 

vendors, but by understanding CVMC’s 

internal reporting needs. 

“i'm very happy with the diver solution.  
i think it’s one of the best buys i’ve 
ever made from a system standpoint.” 

michelle heezen, 
interim v.p. of physician services,
cvmc

They attempted to answer questions such as:

n  What is the best source system for a

   particular piece of information?

n  What information do managers need 

   to make decisions?

n  Who is reporting what data, and how do

   we make these data sources consistent?

n  How do we educate end-users about the 

  information that is available to them?
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Heezen recalls, “Once we had gotten to 

that point I created a very rudimentary 

MS Word document that had links to all of 

the different reports, which we called our 

reporting portal.  That saved people from 

logging in and out of three or four systems, 

but the reports were static.  I made most 

of them PDF files or copy-protected Excel 

files. People were thankful to have the data 

in one spot but the lack of interactivity 

meant they couldn’t switch months or drill 

down on a particular provider.  That’s when 

we felt we were ready for a real reporting 

and analytics tool.”

The team evaluated over a dozen BI 

and Decision Support tools, while not 

constraining themselves exclusively to 

vendors in Healthcare BI. “We looked at a 

variety of vendors and a variety of price 

ranges, including some big vendors like 

Hyperion. It came down to Dimensional 

Insight and a competitor. The competing 

product was much bigger.  It had a lot of 

bells and whistles as we characterized 

it, but it wasn’t as end user friendly”, 

according to Heezen.

Some of the criteria that Heezen’s team 

used to evaluate the candidate BI platforms 

were ease of future scalability, determining 

whether functionality was adequate without 

being overwhelming, and that the selected 

application would actually be accepted by 

end users. Heezen elaborates on the latter 

criteria. “We had gone through several 

different systems in accounting and finance 

area that we bought and never used at 

all, or bought and only used a piece of. 

We also had two separate benchmarking 

tools running. I kind of felt we were system 

happy.  I wanted to make sure that we 

bought something that we actually utilized, 

and got all of our money back on.” 

As for the final vendor selection, Heezen 

notes, “There was one thing that put 

Dimensional Insight over the top and that 

was the proof-of-concept demo.  The fact 

that DI actually took an extract of our data 

and showed us what it looked like in Diver 

a few days later was really the selling point 

for us.  In addition, Dimensional Insight’s 

familiarity with MEDITECH and Non-

Procedural Representation (NPR) reports 

was also important to us. DI was able to get 

us going immediately. Some of the vendors 

we evaluated were huge, and we knew we 

weren’t going to get that personal attention.”

  

business intelligence without consulting 
expenses  Kevin Knapp, CVMC’s Data 

Warehouse Analyst, recalls the relative 

ease with which he was able to implement 

his initial applications based on The Diver 

Solution’s BI platform. A Dimensional Insight 

consultant provided Knapp with basic hospital 

utilization models that served as a blueprint 

for accessing MEDITECH data. Using that 

report as a template, Knapp was soon pulling 

charges, bed census, and general ledger data 

from MEDITECH. This early application was 

the beginning of CVMC’s foray into healthcare 

information dashboards. 

Starting with the original integration 

scripts for accessing MEDITECH data 

via Diver, CVMC began extracting and 

“i actually enjoyed the sales process.  
i could tell when working with 
dimensional insight’s sales rep that he 
wasn’t just a salesman.  he actually 
knew the product.  and then once we 
started to get to know the rest of the 
dimensional insight tea m, the support, 
the consultants, the trainers, i was 
really quite impressed.”    

michelle heezen, 
interim v.p. of physician services 
cvmc
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consolidating data from MEDITECH’s Billing 

Accounts Receivable (BAR), Abstracting, 

and Admissions modules for performing 

reporting and analytics. From there, 

they added cost accounting and general 

ledger information. Diver allows CVMC 

users to view high level P&L’s and then 

to “dive” down all the way to individual 

invoice numbers if that level of detail is 

required.  Currently, Knapp is using Diver 

to pull data from six MEDITECH modules, 

including Abstracting, Admissions, General 

Ledger, and Payroll. Additional data 

sources accessed by Diver include MS Excel 

spreadsheets, eClinicalWorks, budgets, 

benchmarking data, and links to web 

pages. Asked to elaborate on CVMC’s 

implementation costs for The Diver Solution, 

Heezen proudly notes that, “We ordered 

10 consulting days when we first bought the 

product in August of 2006.  Four years later 

we had one of DI’s consultants here for a 

few days and one of those days was still 

covered in my original 10 consulting days.” 

From the outset of the BI vendor selection 

process, Heezen felt very strongly that 

the selected tool should not make users 

dependent on the selected BI vendor for 

support or consulting. She adds, “I hoped 

that the product wasn’t so cumbersome 

that we couldn’t tweak it or change it 

or do what we wanted to do. People 

are rightfully concerned about ongoing 

maintenance costs and whether they need 

to have a consultant onsite all of the time 

to keep things going.  For me it was really 

important that we were able to not just 

maintain it but build what we wanted.”

“we picked diver up real fast.  
within 2 months we were building 
our own models.”

kevin knapp, 
data warehouse analyst, 
cvmc

providing visibility into physician practice 

utilization   At the time Diver was being 

implemented in August 2006, CVMC was 

using the LSS Physician EHR and practice 

management software, co-located on their 

MEDITECH server. With minimal training 

or consulting support, Knapp was able to 

bring his first Diver applications online by 

October, extracting data from MEDITECH 

and LSS. In 2007, CVMC switched from LSS 

to eClinicalWorks for physician practice 

management. Knapp was able to retool 

his Diver dashboard application to start 

pulling data from the MySQL database 

underpinning eClinicalWorks with relatively 

little effort. Asked to comment on his 

learning curve with Diver and its data 

integration capabilities, Knapp replies, 

“Very intuitive. I printed out the data 

integration scripts that Dimensional 

Insight’s consultant had written and figured 

out what they were doing. So it was a very 

quick learning curve for me. I really like 

Diver’s Visual Integrator component. 

I use it for things even when I’m not 

creating DI Data Models just because it’s 

a very fast tool for chopping up data.”  

Knapp updates the data for each of the 17 

physician practices in the CVMC network 

once a month. The office managers then 

generate reports for each physician in 

their practice. The reports display each 

physician’s Relative Value Units (RVU’s), 

which are of interest to physicians for 

determining bonuses and compensation, 

as well as budgetary figures and trending 

information. Another function of the Diver 

reports is delivering follow-up 
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alerts for chronic care patients with specific 

conditions, such as asthma, diabetes, 

hypertension, and elevated lipid levels. 

Diver tracks which patients manifest these 

conditions, their primary care provider, 

and their last appointment date. A report 

is then automatically generated and sent 

to the providers to alert them of the 

need for a follow up appointment. Knapp 

illustrates one of the reports. “For diabetes 

we’re giving them the patient’s latest A1C 

level and if it’s too high there’s a message 

displayed along with their cholesterol and 

their triglyceride levels.” According to 

Knapp, the physician practice utilization 

application has been very well received 

by the CVMC user community.

These alerts serve to significantly improve 

the quality of care delivered by CVMC’s 

physician practices while also helping to 

contain costs. Rather than relying on staff 

to manually schedule follow-up visits, the 

Diver application automates the process, 

eliminating the potential for errors or 

human scheduling failures. The proactive 

nature of the alerts potentially decreases 

expensive visits to the Emergency 

Department as well by helping physicians 

and patients stay abreast of their disease 

management regimens.

A broad range of financial and utilization 

metrics are displayed on the Diver practice 

management dashboards. Each physician 

practice can view number of visits for 

the fiscal year-to-date compared to the 

identical period last year, broken down 

by individual physician.

Visits can be grouped by payer, and 

accumulated RVU’s by physician can also be 

displayed. Each practice can view a sorted 

list of the top procedures their physicians 

have performed. All data can be presented 

in either a year- or month-to-date format 

for transparent comparisons.
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CVMC provides benchmarking feedback to 

the physician practices using data from 

MGMA, a vendor of revenue/expense, 

compensation and production, and group 

performance data. Diver is used to 

generate a report showing the MGMA data 

against the actual data for an individual 

provider. Practices and physicians can view 

their current RVU’s in the comparison to 

MGMA’s median, 25th percentile, and 75th 

percentile values. 

The business value provided by 

benchmarking is compelling. Benchmarking 

helps informed healthcare consumers 

make better decisions about which 

physician practices to patronize. On the 

physician side, benchmarking identifies 

excellent physicians and provides an early 

warning signal for managers needing to 

deal with sub-par physicians.

deploying diver  Due to the extensive 

vendor evaluation process that CVMC’s 

team had undertaken, end users had 

extensively communicated their report 

requirements, as well as the shortcomings 

of their old reports. With Heezen’s MS 

Word-based portal, end users obtained a 

view of what was possible, but without 

being able to interact with the reports. 

CVMC’s team then built a comprehensive 

collection of reports in Diver that met 

user’s expectations and requirements.

CVMC’s team create applications for 

DivePort, DI’s web portal  environment, 

and use the ProDiver tool to build Markers 

and reports for end users that are then 

used to populate the portal. The remainder 

of CVMC’s user base consists of more 

casual users — or information consumers 

—  that have access to DivePort’s “One-

click Command Center”, versatile 

and customizable functionality that 

provides users with advanced drill-down 

capabilities, file exporting functions, and 

the ability to access DI’s web-based 

ad hoc analysis client, NetDiver, directly 

from a DivePort dashboard.

Asked to detail CVMC’s Diver deployment 

roadmap, Heezen recalls, “We had Diver 

for many months before we put it out to 

the end users because I wanted to make 

we were ready to support those users and 

answer their questions. From a cultural 

perspective, it was important for the end-

user community to see that we were very 

comfortable with the product.” In addition, 

Heezen and the team wanted to replace 

the Microsoft® Word based reporting portal 

completely in order to prevent users from 

becoming frustrated with the process of 

having to go to multiple areas for the 

information they needed.

While CVMC’s team has focused largely 

on using Diver to create director-level 

reports and dashboards, next steps include 

the migration to version 6.2 of The Diver 

Solution and executive dashboards. With 

the data feeds in place to support high level 

summaries, Heezen feels that early Diver 

champions such as CVMC’s CEO, already a 

daily user of Diver, and their VP of Nursing 

would realize the benefits of a single-page 

view of consolidated data. Heezen observes 

that, “The nice thing is we’ve now got the 

data, we’ve got everything built up 

to create some high level dashboards.” 

 

“The nice thing is we’ve now 

got the data, we’ve got everything 

built up to create some high 

level dashboards.”

Michelle Heezen

Interim V.P. of Physician Services

CVMC

Central Vermont mediCal Center


